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Event Guidelines
This is a guide to the core visual
elements of the Qt brand used in
all events.
Keeping a visual identity consistent
over time requires clear but flexible
principles and responsibility by
the designers who work with the
events.
We have developed three
categories to help planning
different types of events; small and
medium popup stands and expo
booths.
All the downloadable assets are
available at brand.qt.io
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Event design
principles
These are the core guidelines
for Qt visual identity at
the events. More specific
guidelines will follow on the
later pages. When making
the event design decisions
please keep these core rules
in mind and you’ll achieve a
consistent brand presence.

1. Square and angled design of
elements

2. Separated areas for The Qt
Company and the product content

3. Space for demos

To keep the distinctive brand look of
Qt everywhere in all exhibition booths
and stands, please make sure all the
visual elements should be with square
design. Don’t use rounder corners or
round shapes if possible.

Place the information of The Qt
Company and the Qt product on
different spaces, like walls and rollups.
Ths way we keep the messaging clear.

Demos are one of the most interesting
pieces for the visitors to view, so
try to reserve plenty of space for
demonstrations. Keep the cabling
assembly tidy with a good cable
management.

4. Place the important information on
the top parts of the wall elements

5. Use big screens

6. Interesting event space

Headlines and other important
messages should be placed on top
part of the wall at least above 1 meter
height. This way they are more visible
and prominent.

Try to use as big screens as possible
and mount them on the wall area.
There is a lot of good content to be
played on the screen and video is
always a nice visual eye catcher at the
booth.

When you are planning and managing
the event try to find the best possible
location with a lot of traffic, plus the
place needs to be interesting and
attractive. This helps to get as many
visitors as possible.

Logo
Product logo					Company logo
Use primarily the Qt product
logo with the theme headline
on your expo materials. The
Qt Company logo can be used
as a small signature or in
bigger size when the event is
clearly focused on a company
related communication.
Keep the logo, text and all
the other elements aligned to
the left side of the wall or the
counter. Aligning elements
to the center on the layout is
only acceptable in very special
occasions. Consider that only
as a secondary option. Please
contact henri.tokola@qt.io
for a guidance with branding
solutions.
The isolation zone is the
space around the logo. It is
important that no imagers,
text, borders or margins are
placed within the isolation
zone.
Detailed information of the
logo, font-family, colors and
use of visual style is found
from the brand book of The
Qt Company.

Isolation zone

Colors

Here you can find the colors
chosen for the expo use.
CMYK and Pantone color
details are specifically for a
print use, and RAL colors are
for a paint use.
Notice that we have only a
Pantone color code in use for
the Qt bright green. Using
CMYK or RAL colors for Qt
green is restricted as you
can’t achieve the same neon
green result with them. In
case there isn’t a possibility
to use the Pantone colors,
please don’t use the green
logo version at all.
Seek more information
from the brand book for the
correct logo use. The full color
palette is also founded from
the brand book of The Qt
Company.

PANTONE 802 C / 902 U

C=4 M=3 Y=1 K=0
PANTONE 649 C / U
RAL

C=27 M=20 Y=13 K=0
RAL

C=73 M=61 Y=37 K=11
RAL

C=100 M=62 Y=12 K=65
PANTONE 7463 C / U
RAL

Small popup
stands
Small popup stands are used
when event is held in a hotel
lobby or similar place
The elements to take with
you to these events are:
rollups, counters and screens.
These together will create a
good set-up and consistent
visibility for the Qt brand.

Small popup
stands
Always use two rollups in
case there is enough space.
One for The Qt Company
and one for the product
promotion. Themes that are
provided later on these pages
include both options.
Qt pattern is used on the
counter.
Screens can be placed on a
stand, counter or bar table.
In case you wish to use carpet
for a more unified look, please
select a light gray or a green
color for the carpet.

Medium
popup stands
The medium popup stands
are used when there is more
space available compared
to a small popup event;
such as the MeetQt and
MeetQtPeople events. With
popup wall you can create a
more solid and good looking
background for the stand.
In case there is only one wall
element in use the graphic
should be divided in two
sections between The Qt
Company and the Qt product
information.

Medium
popup stands
Use a light gray or a green
carpet if you need a more
solid look.
A group sitting on the chairs
invites people to step in and
start the conversation with Qt
people.

Medium
popup stands
There are many options for
popup walls that are light to
carry and easy to setup.
Most of the models are
possible to have with print
on all sides; front, sides and
back. This is good to keep
in mind deciding the event
space.

Expo Booths

Small expo booths are often
with limited options to
upgrades and branding. Try
to reserve corner stand if
possible and keep the layout
open and inviting.
Demo counter by the wall and
a light structured bar table on
the open corner keeps
the booth spacious. Mount
the screen on the wall if
possible.

Expo Booths

Leave fascia elements out
from the organizer’s package
if possible. They usually make
the booth look smaller and
closed.

Expo Booths

Use Qt pattern for the third
wall if the booth is a row
stand.
Placing one or two Qt logos
on the pattern makes it look
more interesting.

Themes

The imagery on the main
image wall and theme wall
are selected based on the
event theme. The headline
and the message are also
based on the selected theme.
Please always select the
theme to match the context
of the event.

Main image wall

Theme wall

Main image with cut corners
Logo, Qt tagline and web address

Logo and headline on dark blue background
Theme message and photo stripe
Free space for monitor screen

Themes

Examples of theme
imagery:
1.

Qt for Embedded
Devices

2.

Qt for Application
Development

1.

2.

Themes

Examples of theme
imagery:
3.

Qt for Automotive

4.

Qt for Automation

3.

4.

Themes

Examples of theme
imagery:
5.

Qt for Medical

6.

Qt for Internet of Things

5.

Themes

Examples of theme
imagery:
7.

Qt for Digital TV & STB

8.

Qt Professional Services

7.

8.

Themes

Use correct headlines and
messages according to the
event theme.
All the materials such as
images and videos, can
be found from these links
below:
EMBEDDED DEVICES
APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMATION
MEDICAL
INTERNET OF THINGS
DIGITAL TV & STB
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1. Qt for Embedded Devices

4. Qt for Automation

6. Qt for Internet of Things

Easily create connected devices, UIs
and applications with native C++
performance

Optimized performance and scalability
with modern user interfaces

Intelligent, connected, Qt

2. Qt for Application Development

Empowering Cloud Connectivity with
Qt

Code less, create more, deploy
everywhere
3. Qt for Automotive
Digital Cockpits that stand out from the
crowd
Iterate faster to ensure UI usability in
design, development and deployment
Rapid car HMI deployment from design
to development

Business Process Integration of IIoT
edge devices

Dedicated industrial automation and
IoT service support
Home Automation made easy with any
devices
5. Qt for Medical
Medical innovations with Qt
Internet of medical things
Real-time embedded medical devices
Full support for your certification
process

IoT visions turn into reality with Qt
Create scalable, secure and powerful
cross-platform software for a
connected world
7. Qt for Digital TV & STB
Make your fluid multi-screen story
a reality with one code base, one
technology
8. Qt Professional Services
We transform ideas into profitable
growth. Fast and cost efficient. Trusted
by 70+ industries

Placement of
the demos
Qt demos are commonly one
of the most interesting things
to see for the visitors. So
please make sure that there is
enough space for everything,
and that the demos will stand
out from the booth.
Keep in mind a good
cable management. We
recommend having a cable
outlets with plastic caps to
keep the demo cables hidden.
In case a keyboard and mouse
are needed, please choose a
wireless model to minimise
the number of the cables.
Tablet devices are
recommended to be mounted
on a holder or a stand. Demos
should be placed inside an
acrylic holder to create a
stylish appearance.
Please also arrange the paper
demo sign next to the demo
with detailed information for
the visitors. Use a transparent
acrylic holder for the demo
signs.

Furniture
Options
Design furniture with good
quality can add nice and well
thought look even to the
smallest booths.
Choose up to date models in
white.
High tables and chairs work
better in small spaces.

Furniture
Options
Counters can be rented
from event organizer or they
already are included to the
package. Use cable outlets
with plastic caps to keep
demo cables hidden.
Popup counters can be used
in small and medium expos.
They are light to carry in their
own bag. With print already
attached they are easy and
quick to set up.

Material
Options
Light gray carpet is usually
the safest choice for floor
material.
You can use green carpet if it
is close to Pantone 902 U and
there isn’t much green color
on wall prints.
White laminate or light gray
wood laminate is excellent
option for flooring when
possible.

Co-branding
at the events
Sometimes The Qt Company
(host) shares the exhibition
booth with a partner.
In this case the best solution
is to provide dedicated walls
for the both companies
joining the booth. The main
image area will have a white
frames with cut corners on
both walls to keep the visual
consistency at the booth.

Co-branding
at the events
In case there is only one wall
to be shared with a partner
company, please use one
solid background image and
dark blue top part to keep the
unified look&feel. Please use
the white logo versions over
the dark blue background.

Advanced
Options
There are lot of possibilities
by upgrading the stands
and booths with advanced
options.
Replacing a regular wall
with a video wall creates
an outstanding visual
appearance for the whole
booth.
Nice visual effect can be done
by printing part of the images
on a separate boards and
adding lights behind them to
emphasise the effect even
more.

Advanced
Options
Popup walls can be used as a
light box elements by adding
the lights inside the structure.
Custom Qt green counter
stands out at the event.

Appearance

The simple way to create a
coherent appearance for the
Qt personnel at an event is
to use branded lanyards and
name badges.
Qt green t-shirt is also a good
apparel to highlight the Qt
people from the crowd. More
formal look for the t-shirt is
received when it is combined
with a jacket or a suit.
Suit can also be branded with
blue and green tie or a scarf.

Giveaways

Here are some examples of
the giveaways used at the Qt
events.
For more information please
contact mira.tammisto@qt.io
or henri.tokola@qt.io
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